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DP World Kigali
We enable smarter trade to make a better future for everyone.
Our Global Footprint

**Americas**
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Peru, Suriname, United States, Paraguay, Chile

**Asia Pacific & Australia**
China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, South Korea, Kazakhstan, Hong Kong

**Europe & Russia**
Belgium, Cyprus, France, Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, Romania, United Kingdom, Ireland, Romania,

**Middle East & Africa**
Algeria, Senegal, Saudi Arabia, Somaliland, Spain, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Mozambique, Rwanda, South Africa, Mali, Kurdistan, DRC
DP World Kigali was inaugurated on the 21st October 2019 by His Excellency Paul Kagame the President of the Republic of Rwanda.

The Concession Agreement granted for 25-years allowed the smart trade enabler DP World to develop and operate the “Kigali Logistics Platform” in Masaka, Rwanda. Phase-1 of the project is now operational covering a surface area of 13.3 hectares, and the facility offers:

- **30 000 sqm – ISO 45001 certified Bonded & Non-Bonded warehousing (open storage yard included)**
- **500 sqm - Cold Storage and Packhouse, our Pack houses are HACCP certified**
- Spacious truck parking space that accommodates **198 truck slots** on one go
- **In-land Container Terminal (50 000 TEUS throughput per annum)**
- **One Stop Centre**
- **Cargo clearing and forwarding division**
- **Owned Truck Fleet**
Trucks Parking at KLP

- Dedicated spaces for 198 large trucks
**Bonded Warehouses**

- 30,000 m² of bonded warehouse space
- Covered and open storage
- Latest warehouse inventory management systems
- Planned rack systems to handle LCL, palletized and bagged cargo
- Warehouse equipped with bar cording system
- Skilled warehouse operators
- Fully secured & CCTV monitoring of operations
- Equipped with latest cargo handling equipment to improve productivity
Owen fleet of Trucks

- DP World has established a trucking fleet to enhance efficiency and reduce cost of logistics. Clients can outsource end-to-end logistics needs from port to final delivery.
- Increased truck turn around.
Business Center in Admin Building

- one stop centre shop where we facilitate clearing agents to finalize clearing of their clients goods

- Billing and documentation process

- Insurance companies where clearing agents get fast insurance quotation of their goods

- Hosting Banks to allow clients to make payment and pay duties fast and directly.
Weighbridge operations

- Certified weighbridge certificate by RBS
- Weighing full and empty containers and issuing weighing certificates
Packhouse

- Our pack house is HACAP certified and
- Exporters uses it to prepare fresh produced that are ready to be exported.
Temperature Controlled Storage

- Our Temperature controlled storage with a capacity of 500 SQM.
- Our temperature controlled storage can accommodate freezer and chilled produced.
Non bonded warehouse

- DP World has started operating non bonded warehouse with capacity of 1000 sqm
- Handling various client and offering them warehouse management with latest WMS.
ICD DP World Kigali

• 12,000 m² of container yard to handle an estimated 50,000 TEU annually
End to End Logistics & Supply Chain Management
How We Add Value

• Infrastructure and services
• Latest heavy machinery to handle quickly and safely all types of cargo
• More tax collections
• Ease of process as all the stake holders can be found in one place.
• Comprehensive network worldwide, we are equipped to handle any kind of shipment
• Providing more secured facility which has reduced thieves.
• We have a trained team with experience in Warehouse Management through best practices for cargo handling and customer service.
• Smart trade solutions
Thank You